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Homework_Two

In [ ]: import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
import seaborn as sns
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
%matplotlib inline

1. Answer Questions 1 through 5 of part 6 of the classwork. You can work right in the notebook from
class if you wish, or create a new notebook (or paste it below). Please copy and paste each question into
its own cell with answers below it.
2. Answer Questions 1 through 10 from here (https://www.kaggle.com/kashnitsky/a1-demo-pandas-anduci-adult-dataset) below (please copy and paste each question into its own cell with answers below it).
I've loaded in the code for you and cleaned it up a bit.
In [ ]: #AdultDataSet
df = pd.read_csv('https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/machine-learning-databases/ad
ult/adult.data')
df.columns = ['age', 'workingclass', 'fnlwgt', 'education', 'education-num',
'martial-status', 'occupation', 'relationship', 'race', 'sex', 'capital-gain',
'capital-loss', 'hours-per-week', 'native-country', 'salary']
df['salary'] = df['salary'].str.strip()
df['native-country'] = df['native-country'].str.strip()

3. Think of some datasets you might be interested in analyzing and post two below. You can either use
the pd.read_table to pull a table off of a page like Wikipedia or pd.read_csv to read a CSV from a site. Get
creative! If you're not sure where to start, google 'free datasets' to get a sense of what's out there.
Everything is only a search away. If there are datasets you're interested in working with but can't find the
data you're looking for or are having trouble finding them
In [ ]:

https://hub.gke.mybinder.org/user/csc217-spring_2019-v5xnvc30/nbconvert/html/week02-descriptive_stats/Homework_Two.ipynb?download=false
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